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Workforce Management Toolkit

Sability's WFM Toolkit is designed to automate some of the most complex and time consuming
administrative functions of the Workbrain solution.
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Data Management - Archive/Purge
Every day your Workbrain database accumulates valuable data,
keeping your organization running eﬃciently. But, over time the
volume of data can become overwhelming, forcing diﬃcult tradeoﬀs
between application performance, functionality and cost controls.
Production
Online Archive
Offline Archive
The WFM Data Management app provides a superior solution for
archiving your Workbrain data. It comes pre-conﬁgured for your
Workbrain database and includes advanced features like reversible archiving, per-table archiving statistics, validation steps
prior to committing data changes and is the only Workbrain archiving solution to deliver an undo feature for both archive
and purge actions.

Quick Refresh - Environment Management

All system administrators ﬁght a constant battle trying to manage multiple development, training, testing and production environments for their Workbrain system. How
can you make sure your test environment matches your production environment?
What about the test or training data the team spent countless hours creating? How can
you syncrhonize your conﬁgurations without overwriting these valuable transactions?
The Quick Refresh app makes it easy to synchronize data between Workbrain environments. The app comes pre-conﬁgured for all core Workbrain data groups and allows
administrators to control exactly which data is migrated. This results in much smaller
volumes of data to transfer, which allows for faster environment refreshes and smaller
hardware requirements for non-production environments.
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Extract Errors - Rapid Issue Resolution
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When a production issue is reported, the ﬁrst step to resolution
is usually to try to recreate the problem in a test environment.
But, given the hundreds of tables in your Workbrain system, it is
often diﬃcult to completely recreate the exact same data
scenario. This trial and error approach to issue resolution costs
both time and money and is completely unnecessary.
The Time Capture app allows administrators to extract all of the
relevant transaction and conﬁguration data for a list of employees over a selected period of time. The data is then easily
imported into a test environment for diagnosis and resolution.

For more information
and a web guided tour:
www.sability.com/products

Contact us:
info@sability.com
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